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Weapons

Theatrical And Historic
Reenactment Fighting Weapons

Zen Warrior’s line of theatrical weapons are assembled and balanced by thoroughly trained armorers.
The blades are hot forged from competition grade steels from the world’s best forges.
Whenever possible we use historically accurate parts taken directly from old examples we found on our many European old sword safaris.
This means that some weapons like the R8 Rapier can have almost no modifications and still function. Other weapons can possibly be modified to
suit special needs of the fighter. Please call and our expert armory staff will be happy to work with you.

Rapiers And Daggers
For Stage, Theatrical, and Historic Combat
CAUTION! The Rapiers in this section are not approved for use by children or nut cases.
R 1 Rapier - This is a genuine classic fencing foil commonly used in the 1800’s.
We found the original in an old sword shop in the Loire River
Valley in France. You choose the foliage or the serpent guard and your favorite
brass pommel from page seven. The brown leather grip is standard, the black
leather and brass wire grip is $ 13.75 option.
R 1 Rapier, equipped with
T10 Sport Fencing Practice Foil Blade ..................................... $ 62.75
T10X Extra Strong Foil Blade ................................................... $ 65.00
T90X Extra Strong Epee Blade ................................................. $ 78.75
T02 Musketeer Theatrical Blade
(Your choice of 30, 32, or 35 inch length) .............................. $ 101.75
D 1 Dagger equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade............................................................ $ 76.75
TO5 Wide Dagger Blade .......................................................... $ 97.75

R1

R2

D2

R 2 Rapier - ZWA Italian style weapon imade with historically accurate brass pieces and
extra strong 120mm guard for ambidextrous protection, excellent balance & handling
qualities. Substitute crown guard for $8.50, stainless short quillion for $5.50, stainless
R2, D2
two-finger quillion
for $7.50, stainless seven inch two finger quillion pictured for $12.50.
R 2 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade, 35” .............................................................. $ 68.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $ 81.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”, 35” (+$20 for 40”)...................... $104.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) .............. $110.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30’, 32”, 35” ............................................. $110.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 2 Dagger, equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade........................................................... $ 79.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ......................................................... $ 100.00

R1
R3 Rapier - A rugged, utilitarian fighting weapon made from modified sport
fencing components gives good performance at a bargain price.
R 3 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade , 35” ............................................................. $ 54.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $ 67.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”, 35” (+$20 for 40”) ...................... $ 90.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ............. $ 98.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32”, 35” ............................................. $ 98.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 3 Dagger, equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade............................................................. $ 65.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ............................................................ $ 86.00

R3, D3

R4
R4
stainless

aluminum

R 4 Rapier - This weapon has become the favorite instructional weapon of theatrical
fight directors throughout the USA and Canada. It comes standard with a rugged 2mm
thick aluminum guard, but for an additional $12 you can have a rolled edge stainless
steel guard designed by J. Allen Suddeth.
R 4 Rapier, equipped with
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $ 69.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”, 35” (+$20 for 40”) ...................... $ 92.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+ 10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ............. $ 99.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32”, 35” ............................................. $ 99.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D4 Dagger, equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade ........................................................... $ 65.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ........................................................... $ 88.00

R 5 Rapier - Certified fencing Master Adam Crown supplied the original guard and A.V.B.
Norman supplied the research for this type 112 Court Sword. Light, very quick action
with excellent balance and durability mark this historic weapon. The knuckle guard and
crown guard are stainless steel, the grip is genuine wood.
R 5 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade, 35” ........................................................................ $ 88.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ...................................................................... $101.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”,35” (+$20 for 40”) ................................ $127.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ...................... $132.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ......................... $132.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 5 Dagger equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade..................................................................... $ 99.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade .................................................................... $123.00

R5, D5
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R7
R7

R7 Rapier-This theatrical fighting weapon shows well on stage with its large
flashy guard. It performs well in historic fighting for men with large hands,
giving maximum protection with the 165mm cup. The optional quillions and
embossed guard catch the light well for a very distinctive appearance in theatrical productions. Ambidextrous leather over wood grip. Add $15 for the
embossed guard, $20 for Quillions, $13 for E1 grip.
R 7 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade, 35” ............................................................... $ 75.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” .............................................................. $88.00
T02 Musketeer Blade 32,”, 35” (+$20 for 40”) ...................... $114.00
T01 Schlager, 35” (+ $10 for 37”, + $20 for 40”) ................... $119.00
T03 Rapier Blade(+ $10 for 37”, + $20 for 40”) ..................... $119.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 7 Dagger, equipped with
TO4 Flex Dagger Blade ............................................................. $ 86.00
TO5 Wide Dagger Blade ......................................................... $107.00

“Ninety percent of politicians give the other ten percent a bad name.”
--Henry Kissinger

R 6 Rapier - A swept hilt design common from the 1500’s to the mid 1600’s, this
Rapier is made of welded steel and can withstand vigorous use in theatrical or
historic reenactment fighting. This design is depicted on page 132 of “The Rapier
And Small Sword” by AVB Norman.
R 6 Rapier, equipped with
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $142.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32” 35” (+$20 for 40”) .......................$165.00
T01 Schlager, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) .......................$170.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 35” +$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) .................$170.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”

R 8 Rapier - ZWA’s Reps located the original R8 Rapier in an attic in Paris.
This model is similar to the R7 Rapier in function, but is made to the minimum practical size (145mm) for ambidextrous use. The quillions and knuckle
guard are a one-piece design, providing an Italian style grip. Due to the custom build nature of old swords, the only possible optins to this weapon are
the E5 or E6 grip, the P8 or P13 pommel (Adds $8), or the smooth or embossed guard (Adds $20)
R8

R8

D6 Dagger equipped with:
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ........................................................... $161.00

R6

R6
R 8 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade, 35” .............................................................. $ 116.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $129.00
T02 Musketeer Blade 32”, 35” (+$20 for 40”) ....................... $152.00
T01 Schlager, 35” (+$10 for 37”, +$20 for 40”) ..................... $157.00
T03 Rapier Blade (+$20 for 40 in.) ......................................... $157.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 8 Dagger, equipped with
TO4 Flex Dagger Blade ............................................................ $127.00
TO5 Wide Dagger Blade .......................................................... $148.00
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R10
R9

R9

R10

R 9 Rapier - Possibly the toughest combat quality swept hilt made, this double clamshell
design bridged the gap from open ring guards to cup hilts. The ambidextrous welded steel
guard can withstand enthusiastic combat. It is based on a common late 1500’s design as
depicted on page 137 of “The Rapier and the Small Sword” by AVB Norman.
R 9 Rapier, equipped with
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ........................................................... $142.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32” 35” (+20 for 40”).........................$165.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ..............$170.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32”, 35” ............................................$170.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”

R 10 Rapier - A Stainless steel guard gives outstanding durability to this
saber style weapon. Pictured with QUILLION, A $20.00 OPTION.
R 10 Rapier, equipped with:
T10X Foil Blade, 35” ............................................................... $ 76.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................. $ 92.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”, 35”(+$20 for 40”)......................... $115.00
T01 Schlager, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ........................ $120.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32” 35” ............................................... $120.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”s

D 9 Dagger, equipped with
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ........................................................ $161.00

D10 Dagger, equipped with
T04 Flex Dagger Blade............................................................. $ 82.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ........................................................... $105.00
D12

R11

R 11 Rapier - A nimble, well balanced court sword of stainless steel and wood, this is one
of the fastest swords we have ever produced. A 14 gauge polished stainless steel guard
and a welded one piece quillion, ricasso and knuckle guard give long lasting beauty to
match the performance.
R 11 Rapier, equipped with
T10X Foil Blade, 35” ................................................................ $ 100.00
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ............................................................... $113.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32”, 35” (+$20 for 40”) ......................... $130.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+$10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) .............. $144.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32”, 35” ................................................ $144.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D11 Dagger, equipped with:
T04 Flex Dagger Blade .............................................................. $111.00
T05 Wide Dagger Blade ............................................................. $135.00
“If you don’t think too good, don’t think too much”
--T
ed Williams
--Ted

Call Us Right Away! 336-835-1205

D12 Dagger. Zen’s parrying dagger is a historically accurate early design
widely used in Europe. The ring should be employed to protect the index
finger. Our unique grip features an indentation for the thumb, providing a
comfortable, efficient weapon.
D12 Dagger, Wide dagger blade ............................................ $107.00
D12 Dagger, Flex blade .......................................................... $ 86.00
R13

R13Rapier - this very early rapier
design that we copied from a
museum piece. The guard is
compact and extremely strong.
Welded and polished stainless steel
catches the light well and provides
the best durability possible.

R 13 Rapier, equipped with
T90X Epee Blade, 35” ........................................................... $142.00
T02 Musketeer Blade, 32” 35” (+20 for 40”).........................$165.00
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” (+10 for 37”, $20 for 40”) ..............$170.00
T03 Rapier Blade, 30”, 32”, 35” ............................................$170.00
For 37” Blade, Add $10, Add $20 for 40”
D 13 Dagger, equipped with T05 Wide Dagger Blade ............... $160.00

Blades

All Zen Warrior blades are hammer hot forged from high silicon steel billet, and then heat treated in an innert atmosphere at a
computer controlled temperature and time. This is not the cheapest way to make blades, but it is the best way. Our objective is to
make the granular structure of the steel as advantageous as possible for sword blades. Forged blades tend to contain fewer
internal defects because it is difficult for mineral inclusions to become incorporated in forged material, and any porosity is squashed shut by the pressure of the forging
process. Hence, we hammer forge our blades instead of simply grinding them from sheet metal. A sheet metal blade can be beautiful on the outside, but we want to be sure
that our blade’s beauty is more than skin deep.
We use a specific designation of high silicon steel because extensive fatigue testing has demonstrated its superior durability to carbon steel. It costs more, but allows us to
produce a superior product. Our blades are tempered in a computer controlled bell oven. After replacing the air in the bell with innert gas, we temper the blades at a
precise temperature for a specific time, and forced atmosphere circulation assures uniform temperature throughout the blades.
We go to this much trouble and expense because we intend to continue making the world’s best blades for fighting. True, for dress swords or wall decoration one could find
prettier pieces than our blades, but in a fight, wether in the salle, on the battlefield, or on stage, there is no blade in the world that matches our quality.
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Theatrical & SCA Blade Prices
T10X ZWA Practice Foil, Extra Strong, 35” ................................................ $26.50
T90X ZWA Practice Epee, Extra Strong, 35” ............................................... $40.00
T04 ZWA Flexdagger, 17.5” ......................................................................... $38.00
T05 ZWA Wide Flexdagger, 17.5” ............................................................... $59.00
T02S ZWA Musketeer, 32” ........................................................................... $63.00
T02 ZWA Musketeer, 35” ............................................................................. $63.00
T02X ZWA Musketeer 40” ........................................................................... $83.00
T03S ZWA Rapier, 30” ................................................................................. $68.00
T03T ZWA Rapier, 32” ................................................................................. $68.00
T03 ZWA Rapier, 35” ................................................................................... $68.00
TO3M ZWA Rapier, 37” ............................................................................... $78.00
T03X ZWA Rapier, 40” ................................................................................ $88.00
T01 ZWA Schlager, 35” ................................................................................ $68.00
T01L ZWA Schlager, Extra Light, 35” ......................................................... $68.00
T01M ZWA Schlager, 37” ............................................................................ $78.00
T01X ZWA Schlager, 40” ............................................................................. $88.00

T10X Foil Blade, 35 in. ..................................................................... $26.50
Zen Warrior extra strong foil blades are rectangular section blades
manufactured by hot hammer forging from high silicon steel billet. These
blades are more than twice as strong as Olympic style foil blades, and are suitable for
theatrical or historic combat.

blades have the sport legal maximum 24mm wide fortes, but still use the deep,
sharp V sport fencing cross section rather than the shallow across section of the
musketeer blade. They will not give satisfactory performance in non-sport fencing arenas.
T01 Schlager Blade, 35” various weights ....................................... $68.00
T01M Schlager Bade, 37” various weights ..................................... $78.00
T01X Schlager Blade, 40” various weights ..................................... $88.00
In hard combat or rough stage use, the Schlager Blade is an excellent choice.
Yes, one will lose some historic accuracy to the ZWA rapier blade, but the durability is equal and the Schalger picks up light very well in stage use.
Our Schalger Blades are available in diamond section only, but in a variety of
weights. There is no performance difference between oval and diamond blades
of the same weight.
T03 ZWA Rapier Blade, 30”, 32” or 35” ........................................ $68.00
T03M ZWA Rapier Balde, 35” ....................................................... $78.00
T03X ZWA Rapier Blade, 40” ........................................................ $88.00
We offer our rapier blades as the most historically accurate fighting blade available at any price. Those who wish to accurately recreate the rigors and tactics of
16th century rapier fighting will appreciate the balance and resilience of these
fine pieces. They are precisely modeled from museum samples, hot forged in
high silicon steel, and tempered in state of the art ovens to give unparalleled
performance on the stage or on the battlefield. Available in a variety of weights,
please specify.

T04 Flexdagger Blade, 17.7” ............................................................ $38.00
Our flexdagger blade is a narrow, rectangular section blade suitable for SCA
or theatrical combat. Although it is less common than the wide dagger blade, surviving museum examples prove the narrow flexdagger blade to be an historically
accurate piece of combat equipment.

T02

T05 Wide Dagger, 17.7” ................................................................... $59.00
The ZWA wide dagger blade is a true hot forged and tempered blade that gives unmatched performance in an historically accurate design.
We created it as a shorter twin to our T03 rapier blade, so a matched set of weapons is
now possible in historic or theatrical fighting.
Previously, wide daggers available for historic combat were shaped either by grinding steel or bending sheet metal, neither of which is a satisfactory method of producing an accurate blade. We are pleased to offer what we feel is the finest fighting dagger ever

T10X

made.

T90X ZWA Extra Strong Epee Blade ............................................. $40.00
Our extra strong epee blades are specially made to give longer life in SCA or theatrical combat. The blades are too strong to be allowed in sport fencing, but are otherwise
the same as a sport blade. While not as strong or durable as a true musketeer blade,
they don’t cost as much and are lighter weight and easier to manipulate. 35 inches
only.
T02S Musketeer Blade 32”.............................................................. $63.00
T02 Musketeer Blade 35” ................................................................ $63.00
T02X Musketeer Blade 40” ............................................................. $83.00
The Musketeer Blade (A.K.A. double wide epee, theatrical epee) is a
triangular blade similar at a distance to a sport fencing epee blade,
but is actually made on a very different die and is absolutely unusable in
the Olympic sport of fencing. These are the best choice for SCA competition fighting
and are an excellent choice for theatre productions because the triangular design allows the blade to be both relatively light and durable. Its roots are from the deadly
court swords from the late 1600’s. Currently available in 32, 35 inch and 40 inch
versions. A word of caution: some unscrupulous vendors sell normal sport fencing
epees as musketeer epees, calling them “double wides” or “extra wides.” These sport

T90X

T03

“S” Curves:
“S” Curves occur in sword blades during hard use. If not corrected, this condition will cause a blade to break
almost immediately due to the large stress applied to a small area of the blade. S curves are easily removed by
manually bending the blade back to a gentle “C” curve. Blades can withstand this rebending thousands of times
before failure. It is imperative to check the bend of a blade after every action to maintain a proper bend.

Please Note:
Epee, Rapier and Musketeer blades (i.e. all blades with a triangular cross section) are
designed to bend away from the wide section of the blade - see illustration. Bending the
blade in the opposite direction will dramatically shorten its life.

Stress Risers:
Stress risers are small (or large) nicks in the edge of the blade resulting from blade striking blade. Blades will always break at the point of a stress riser. To minimize breaks,
minimize your stress risers with a judicious application of fine sandpaper.

ZWA guarantees this product to conform in all relevant aspects with the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle, such that it may be physically impossible for the consumer to
discover simultaneously both precisely where this product is and how fast it is moving.
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Guards

528
511X
503 -ZWA stainless foil guard, embossed with beautiful design. Rolled edge and
reinforced center. .................................................................................................................. $20.00
503B - ZWA stainless foil guard, embossed with beautiful design. Rolled edge and
reinforced center. Brass ........................................................................................................ $20.00
503G - ZWA stainless foil guard, embossed with beautiful design. Rolled edge and
reinforced center. Gold annodized finish. ............................................................................ $20.00
508
506SS
508 - ZWA Foil Guard - 110mm - Steel reinforcement, 2 mm extra strong aluminum. ...... $5.50
506 - ZWA Foil Guard - 120mm - Steel reinforcement, 2 mm extra strong aluminum.
Excellent for parry daggers. .................................................................................................. $9.50
504
506SS - Super strong 120mm. stainless steel guard. Center reinforced 14 gauge
polished stainless steel .......................................................................................................... $25.00
507
504 - ZWA Crown Guard - Steel reinforced double lobe guard, 14 gauge stainless steel.
Beautiful, historically accurate, and extremely strong. An excellent choice for a court
sword or parry dagger, it can be matched with a G3 mini guard to make an Italian style
weapon, or with the traditional E1 or 630S grips. ............................................................... $18.00
511X - ZWA Saber Guard - Recommended for an off hand parrying weapon guard.
503B
503G
503
It works very well with the ZWA Flex Dagger blade .......................................................... $16.95
SCG-ZWA - Theatrical guard, smooth. See Description of SCGX ...................................... $30.00
SCGX - Theatrical guard, embossed. A big, robust creation made to take punishment in theatre or SCA type use.
511SS
Dome is center punched and double reinforced at the blade mount. Rolled edge stainless construction withstands
SCGX
any weather. Picks up light very well in stage use. The 165mm size gives ambidextrous protection even to big
SCQR
hands. MATCHES SCQ QUILLION ONLY! ........................................................................................ $45.00
SCQ-ZWA - Theatrical quillions are made of 9mm diameter steel and fit perfectly inside our SCG or
SCGX theatrical guards. These pieces attach directly to the blade, allowing the competitor or fight
director flexibility in choice of grip. We recommend the #630/s ambidextrous leather over wood grip
as a good starting point, and the E1 grip for those seeking beauty and function. ..................................... $22.00
SCQ
SCGR-ZWA Theatrical Rolled Edge Guard. At 145mm diameter this guard is slightly larger than an Olympic
SCGR
style epee guard, but has a centered aperture. It’s made of stainless steel with a rolled edge, and is the smallest
guard available which can offer ambidextrous protection. If you like the idea of the SCG guard, but want someSCGS
NDG
thing a little subtle, this is your best choice. Matches SCQR Quillion only! ............................................... $35.00
SCQR This quillion set is made to match the SCGR guard. It’s stainless steel with a knuckle guard.
Matching pieces are grip #E5 or E6 only and pommel #P8only. ..................................................... $25.00
528 - ZWA Epee Guard - Extra strong (2mm thick) aluminum and a double steel reinforced blade
SCQS
mount can take rough treatment. Note that epee guards must be mounted to protect to the left or right
hand, and cannot protect both equally, but ours is modified to do just that ............................ $8.95
SCG
SCGRX
SCGS-Stainless saber style guard. Very strong, ready for combat. Optional quillions SCQS fit
properly. ................................................................................................................................. $34.00
G1 Foliage Guard - Solid Brass - From a very old original we found in an
SCQS - Stainless quillions to fit SCGS guard ........................................................................ $25.00
attic in France, it’s strong enough to be a fighting guard, but frequently used
511SS - ZWA stainless saber guard an extra strong saber style guard of bright polished stainless
on show weapons. Matches well with G3 mini guard to make
steel with rolled edge construction. Extremely durable guard.Will serve for years in combat,
an Italian style weapon. ................................................................ $20.00
Ambidexterous. ...................................................................................................................... $25.00
NDG - ZWA stainless dagger guard, this is a simple 1500’s design of dagger guard featuring a
G2 Two Serpents Guard. - Solid Brass - Makes a nice guard for a court
disc covered ring guard for the fingers. A tough, good looking, clean design. ..................... $30.00
sword or parry dagger - Copied from an original we found in France.
SCGRX - An embossed version of the SCGR ....................................................................... $55.00
$20.00
G3 Mini Guard-Solid Brass-Piece can be used as a decorative dagger guard
by itself, or can turn any foil or crown guard into an Italian style grip $12.50
SH2

SH1 - Swept Hilt Guard - A graceful stainless steel guard of early rapier design. Ambidexrous. As pictured
and described in “The Rapier and Small Sword” by AVB Norman, Page 132. ..................... $78.00
SH2-Swept Hilt Guard-Stainless guard of double clam shell design. Transition piece from open ring to cup
hilt design. As pictured and described in “The Rapier and Small Sword” by AVB Norman,Page 137. $78.00
KG1 - Knuckle guard of stainless steel. Works beautifully with the 504 crown guard, but will not fit behind
a domed guard ........................................................................................................................ $22.00

SH1

SQ1

G1
G3

KG2 - Stainless steel knuckle guard with ricasso. Work with crown guard and domed guards$27.00
SQ1 - A stainless version of the historically accurate brass G3 mini-guard. This one is much stronger and
withstands combat much better than brass, but otherwise is the same piece ......................... $18.00
SQ2 - Same as the SQ1, but is made deeper to allow for two fingers inside the loop. Stainless.$20.00
SQ3 - Same as the SQ2, but with wide quillions. That’s right, it’s deep and wide, and looks great behind a foil
guard or crown guard. Stainless. ........................................................................................... $25.00

G2
SQ2

SQ3
KG1

KG2

Grips

Grips - Please be careful to read the recommendations when select
ing a grip. Just cause it looks cool is not necessarily a good reason to
get it. Some grips will easily fit on your weapon without difficulty,
but with others you’ll have as much chance of making it fit as you will of finding a virgin at
the Kennedy compound.
Saber style grips (almost straight grips) provide the most versatility. Please note that tangs
of some blades must be modified to fit some grips.
630/S - ZWA Saber style ambidexterous leather over wood grip. It gives the best combination of control and historical accuracy of any current grip. We recommend it as the first
choice for theatrical and SCA combat. It will not combine with quillions except for the SCQ
Quillions on the R7 Rapier. .................................................................................... $7.00
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Warning! Some metaphysical theories suggest that when the consumer
is not directly observing this product, it may cease to exist, or will exist
only in an undetermined state.
E1

E7

E5

630S

E6

E10

630P - Leather over wood french grip. Specify right or left. ................................. $7.00
E1 - A reproduction of an ancient grip we found in France. Leather over wood, brass wire
over the leather. It’s beautiful, functional, and historically correct. 6.0”, and can only be
used with the quillions used with the R 7 Rapier. ............................................ $19.75
E2 - Brass wire over black polymer, made for use with quillions, but might work on a dagger
if you have small hands. 4.5” ................................................................................. $8.00
E3 - Brass wire over black polymer, made for use with quillions, too short without quillions.
4.0” ......................................................................................................................... $8.00

E4

630P

E8

E9

E3

E2

E4 - Brass wire over wood, 4.0” long, very pretty. It makes a beautiful dress weapon, but not
tough enough for combat . ................................................................................... $10.00
E5 - Carved wood grip, works only with the SCQR Quillion and the P8 pommel. Looks
beautiful and is historically accurate, but remember wood will split when exposed to the
weather. ................................................................................................................ $10.00
E6 - Milled Aluminum Grip, Same as the E5, but never wears out, no matter what the
weather or how hard the use. ............................................................................... $15.00
E7 - Oval Section Wooden Grip, Made for Italian style grips, it’s large and strong, and can be
cut down at either end for a variety of uses. Length 5 1/4, max. width 1.25 in. ........ $10.00
E8 - A shaped cylindrical wooden grip made for Italian grips. Very versatile and Easily
modified. Length 4.0 in., max. Diameter 1.0 in. ................................................... $10.00

Once when Yakusan was sitting, Sekito saw him
and asked, “What are you doing here?”
Yakusan said: “I’m not doing anything.”
Sekito said: “Then you are just sitting idly.”
“If I were sitting idly, that would be doing
something,” Yakusan said.
“You said you are not doing,” Sekito said. “What is it
that you aren’t doing?.”
“Even the saints don’t know,” said Yakusan.

E9 - A shaped ambidexterous wooden grip. Excellent for daggers and gives more power and
control than a french grip. .................................................................................... $12.00
E10 - Oval section wooden grip made for Italian style grips, similar to the E7 but for smaller
hands. 4.0 in. length, 1.0 max. width .................................................................... $10.00

P3

P5

P2

P4

P6

Pommels
ZWA offers pommels of many styles and weights to help you find the right piece for your
weapon. Our high strength steel pommels are excellent pieces for a functional fighting sword.
For those wanting a more decorative look, our brass pommels are made from molds dating
back over 100 years. Some pommels are made to match specific grips only. Please call with
questions regarding the suitability of a pommel for your application. All ZWA pommels are
threaded metric 6 x 1.
Pounds
P2
Knight, brass
.18
$11.00
P3
Royal Crown, brass
.16
$11.00
P4
Stags, brass
.26
$11.00
P5
Knight With Visor, brass
.24
$11.00
I have good
P6
Lions, brass
.30
$11.00
looking
kids; thank
P8
Brass Knob
.32
$14.00
goodness my
P9
Big Ball, steel
.50
$14.00
wife cheats
P10 Flame Shape, steel
.42
$14.00
P11 Small Ball Pommel, steel
.26
$11.00
on me.
P12 Small Flame Shape, steel
.22
$11.00
--Rodney
870 Round, steel
.16
$ 4.50
Dangerfield
970 Saber Style, steel
.06
$ 3.00
P13 Stainless Bell
.70
$24.00
P14 Big Crown, Brass
.26
$11.00
P15 Turban, Brass
.32
$11.00

870

P12

P11

P9

P8

P10

970
P13

P14

I don’t plan to grow old gracefully.
I plan to have face lifts until my ears meet.
--Rita Rudner

P15
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590
580

Guard Pads
580 Felt Pad 1/4 inch thick, 3 1/8 in. diameter. Historically accurate
590 Felt Pad 1/4 inch thick, 5 3/8 in. diameter, off center punch

$ .75
1.00

Tips
2710 Plastic tips for foil or epee blades, 10 pack
$2.50
2710B Big Black rubber tips for foil, epee, or false point blades. Very
grippy, but wear out sooner than plastic.
$5.00
SBB Blunts for schlager blades. Rubber, each
$1.50
2710

Masks
Masks - Fencing Masks should no longer be called “three weapon” or “foil” as a
means of determining the strength of the piece. Modern masks must all pass a 12
kilo punch test as prescribed by the FIE before use in any competition, so the mesh
must meet a minimum standard no matter what weapon it is intended for.
There is, however, a significant difference in the puncture resistance of bibs,
and ZWA recommends that you get the highest Newton rating your wallet will
allow.
The steel mesh of masks comes in two levels. Carbon steel mesh is good stuff,
meets the rules, and will dent if hit hard. It is relatively easy to push the dents back
out.
The best mesh is heat-treated 300 series stainless. It is used in FIE homologated
masks, and the ZWA models 2000 and 2001.
Remember please that all fencing masks are designed for use in sport fencing,
and no scientific study has ever been conducted to test their suitability in SCA or
other historic combat. In fact, the loads put on a mask by schlager, musketeer, and
other rapier blades could be significantly more than any fencing mask is designed
to withstand, and ZWA consequently does not guarantee any mask put to this use.

SBB
2710B

“If I had to live
my life over
again, I’d be a
plumber”
--Albert
Einstein

#183 - A light, comfortable mask with European mesh, our entry-level mask is
similar to those sold by German and French houses at nearly twice our price. ZWA’s
high volume purchasing power gives a Euro quality mask at a price one would
expect for a Chinese product.
$75.00

183

#1999 - Our Zen Warrior mask features a removable and washable inner bib liner
combined with a strong, light European frame. This is the world’s first competition
legal mask with a washable bib at a reasonable price. The padding is plush, and
gives excellent shock absorption without excessive bulk. Our mask is unmatched
in features and comfort and is certainly the best buy in competition masks under
$100.00.
Sizes: 2 - Children under 11, 3 - Women, 4 - Men, 5 - Men 6’ 3” or over. Colors
Available.
$89.50
#2000 - For those wanting maximum durability at an affordable price, ZWA has
created a new mask with unique features. The frame is constructed of FIE stainless
mesh for long life, the bib is FIE rated at over 400 Newtons, and padded. It has the
new washable ZWA inner bib liner for those of you who like to wash their clothes
occasionally, and is available at an excellent price.
Sizes: 2 - Children under 11, 3 - Women, 4 - Men, 5 - Men 6’ 3” or over. Colors
Available.
$136.00

2000

1999
We worked very hard to
make these for you and
would appreciate it if
you would buy one right
away.

#2001 - ZWA stainless mask. This is the strongest mask money can buy. The bib
is 1600 newtons of puncture resistance, and the mesh is 304 stainless steel. It is
much stronger and more durable than a carbon steel mask.
Sizes: 2 - Children under 11, 3 - Women, 4 - Men, 5 - Men 6’ 3” or over.
$158.00

“I think, therefore I’m single.”
--Lizz Winstead

2001

Rapier Gorget
BG-1662 $39.95
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RG1 - Zen Rapier Gorget - Polished stainless steel over black leather
make a beautiful and comfortable gorget.We have added a disc in front
to prevent a sliding blade from getting underneath the collar. Now you
can have protectionon the rapier list an make a fashion statement at
Daytona Bike Week with the same piece
$50.00

Bags

Jimmy Hoffa Autograph Bag. Large team bag with lots of room for masks,
uniforms and weapons. Two large outside pockets. Jimmy would be
proud to be stuffed into a bag this nice. L 50”, W 10.5”, D 13”
BG-1662

BG-44-31 $29.95
Cylinder Bag. Medium capacity.
Two inside pockets, reinforced
handles. L 50”, D 10.5”

BG-44-31

BG-69 $125.00 Our new Hanibal
lector autograph model bag fills the
desires of those hungering for something different in life. Made from the supple hides of young kidnapped water buffaloes.
This bag loves rough treatment, yet still epitomizes the exquisite taste of the discriminating
rapier fighter. Dimensionally identical to the 44-34 cylinder bag.

Gloves
2384 Glove of leather with chamois reinforcement. A true fencing glove which
most houses sell for twice our price. (XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL)
Specify Grey or Black ............................................................ $20.00/pair
2239 Fighting glove of supple leather with double thick leather cuffs with hidden
Velcro closure. Our best fighting glove. Seamless index finger. (XXS, XS, S, M,
L, XL, XXL) Specify Grey or Black ...................................... $40.00/pair

BG-69

2385 Decorated Gloves - Light, supple goat skin gloves. They smell much better
than the goat from which they originated, and have reinforcements at the high
wear areas. beautiful overlay design for a distinctive period look. Size XS, S, M,
L, XL Specify Grey with Blue or Black with White .......... $30.00/pair
SWS 1 Padded Glove - We made this one especially for heavy rapier fighters.
The extensive padding takes the sting out of slaps to the hand and wrist. Flaired
cuff, and reinforced in the proper areas. ................................. $50.00/pair
Black only, XS, S, M, L, and XL

Video

VIDEO V1 Logical rapier fighting by Ralph Rufus . An introduction to the principles of rapier fighting. Topics include stance, movement, blade work, defense,
offense, and tactics. This video gives combat tested principles in simple terms.
Size, gender, and strength are shown to be almost irrelevant. Single rapier and
rapier and dagger tactics are demonstrated. .................................. $49.95

2384 Grey or Black

2239 Grey or Black

2385

7774

Books
LTWP - THE COMPLETE LIGHT WEAPONS FIGHTER
By Bob Rush .................................................................................. $19.95
A witty, in depth book on the evolution of the arcane art of duel. A brilliant
look at the sword and the 50 years of philosophy behind the development of
modern fencing. While covering contemporary techniques, it concentrates on
the recreational aspects of the duel. King Huan Arthur, SCA King of Trimaris,
1993 says “It should be read by all marshals.”
Crim 1 - The Rapier practice of Francesco Alfieri - Excerpts from LA
SCHERMA 1640. This is a translation of the original writings of Alfieri with
the author’s explanations of the actions. Translated and explanied by Christopher Walters, Sir Christian the German.......................................... $25.00

Grey w/blue
Black w/ white

SWS1 Black

“Many years ago a very wise man named Bernard Baruch took me aside
and put his arm around my shoulder. “Harpo my boy,” he said, “I’m going
to give you three pieces of advice, three things you should always
remember.” My heart jumped and I glowed with expectation. I was going
to hear the magic password to a rich, full life from the master himself.
“Yes sir?” I said. And he told me the three things. I regret that I’ve
forgotten what they were.
-Harpo Marx
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“Actors on Guard”

Theratrical Fighting Instruction:

Acted Aggression by Dr.
Kara Wooten
encompasses detailed
descriptions and
exercises for Rapier,
Unarmed Combat,
Quarterstaff, and Rapier/
Dagger. It also includes
techniques ranging from
how to move safely and
effectively, to the use
(and possible abuse) of
weapons. It is a must
have manual for stage
combat practitioners of
all skill levels. It is not
only for the stage combat
aficionado, anybody who
is involved in combat reenactment and
reconstruction will
benefit from this tome.
Editors Note: Kara is a beautiful professional stunt woman who practices
what she teaches. She is equally happy teaching a university class of theatre
majors or ringing someone’s bell with a viscious flat snap at the Pensic wars.
This is a lady that doesn’t just talk the talk. You can’t go wrong with her
book. ............................................................................................ $50.00

Actors on Guard is the most
comprehensive and detailed book
on the art of theatrical sword play
available today. It provides the
reader with the historical,
theoretical, and practical basis for
learning, practicing and presenting
theatrical sword fights. Focusing
specifically on the Elizabetham
rapier and dagger (the most popular
weapons used in staged fights),
actors on guard provides actors,
directors, teachers, stage managers,
and technicians the skills and
knowledge essential to presenting
safe and effective fights for both
stage and film.
Actors on Guard Book
$45.00

“Look around the table, if you don’t see a
sucker, get up, because you’re the sucker.”
- Amarillo Slim

Punch Tester - ZWA 12-K Mask Tester. Solid Brass and steel construction, with visual
and tactile indicator so that one receives a true 12 K reading on any brand of mask. FIE
specifications. Also can be used as a fabric punch tester. ................................... $60.00
Foam Padding - Dense foam padding has many uses for the heavy weapon fighter. Size 4
feet by 4 feet by .75 inch pad. ............................................................................ $39.95
Punch Tester
Denim Fabric - ZWA’s Super strong 13.5 oz. Preshrunk sanforized 100% cotton denim
fabric is available by the yard. Width 60 inches. Two layers gives 650 Newtons on the
FIE Dynomometer. Make your own garb and save money. Available in black or white.
$8.00 per linear yd.
Mask Frame - The ZWA mask frames as used in the 1999 carbon steel and the 2001 FIE
304 stainless mask are available, without bibs. Those who want to construct their own
head armor can do so with the assurance of passing the 12 K test.
1999F Carbon Mask Frame ......................................................................... $ 50.00
2001 304 Stainless Mask Frame .................................................................. $100.00
2001

1999

Mask Frame

Mother ordered
for customer

Spouse ordered
for customer

Sweetheart ordered
for customer

Buddy ordered
for customer

WHAT THE
CUSTOMER
REALLY WANTED

“You know you’re getting old when you stoop to tie your shoelaces and wonder what else you can do while you’re down
there.”
- George Burns
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Clothing
The new SCA drop test is a major improvement over the previous punch test. Our tunics and undergarments are
guaranteed to pass this test for 12 months after purchase, or ZWA will repair or replace the garment.
To help us fit you, men should provide height, weight, chest measure and waist at the navel. Women should provide
height, weight, chest at the largest place, waist at the smallest place, and hips. Please take these measurements
carefully with a tape measure.

“No horse can go as fast as
the money you put on it.”
-Earl Wilson

Fighting Tunics
T-253 The ZWA fighting tunic was developed in conjunction with historic re-enactment specialists to provide
the maximum possible practicality while still preserving the historic flavor of the period. Fighters can add
trim, buttons, and embroidery to create a distinctive look. Tunics are available in a variety of colors, or in a
combination of colors for an extra $10.00 per color. 550 Newtons*
Sizes 32-46......$50.00 Sizes 48-52......$75.00

Sizes 54-56......$97.00 Sizes Over 56 $127.00

*Newton measurements are made in one of two European laboratories under FIE rules. The test is conducted
under controlled conditions utilizing an Instrom Dynamometer, which gives measurements as precisely as
modern technology allows. As a comparison, four layers of trigger cloth measures 477 Newtons. Test result
documentation is available on request.
Sergeant Sphincter of the Dirt Patrol sez: Machine washing of ZWA tunics and undergarments is fine. Use
warm (not hot) water, mild detergent and no bleach. Hang dry only, please. Seal velcro before washing,
and remove promptly from washer, especially with multi colored pieces.
S/393 The ZWA undergarment allows complete freedom of costume, while providing over 550 Newtons of
puncture resistance on the FIE dynamometer. Two layers of our special tight weave cotton denim are far
stronger than four layers of trigger, and our undergarment meets all SCA corporate regulations for impenetrable protection. It is lighter, cooler, and less restrictive than a tunic.
Sizes 32-46......$50.00 Sizes 48-52......$70.00

Sizes 54-56......$90.00 Sizes Over 56

$115.00

S/394 One Layer Undergarment - SPECTRA is a new super strength fabric that is much stronger than Kevlar
or steel wire. We use this material to make a revolutionary product for historic re-enactors. Our single layer
undergarment provides over 800 Newtons of penetration resistance on the FIE test, and is so light and breathable that one hardly notices it.
Sizes 32-44......$200.00 Sizes 46-48......$235.00 Sizes 50-52......$275.00
Sizes 54-56......$320.00

Tozan asked Sozan: “Where are you
going?”
“To an unchanging place,” Sozan said.
“If it’s unchanging, how could there be
any going?”
asked Tozan.
Sozan said “Going, too, is unchanging.”

Fighting Protection
#1780. Breast protectors, pair ............................................................ $7.98
* #1782. Plastic chest protector for women (Give bra size) ........... $34.50
#2121. Leather elbow protector with adjustable buckle ................. $15.95

T-253

S393

*Please specify bra size

S393

S393

#2121Elbow
Elbow Protector
Protector
2121

1782 Chest Protector

S393

We use an internal blade trap because zippers don’t pass the punch test.
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Fighting Knickers

Clothing

Knickers - Regardless of a fighter’s choice of tunic, doublet, or shirt, it is important for a
fighter’s safety to use high waist knickers or pants to ensure a sufficient overlap to prevent a
blade penetration between the layers. We strongly recommend at least a 10cm overlap between jacket and knickers in the on guard position. Our knickers and pants are made of 100%
cotton, and are cut to fit properly in a guard and lunge position.
SK1 Knickers. High Waist. For proper fit, men MUST MEASURE WAIST AT NAVEL, and
give inseam to three inches below knees. For women, we need waist, hips, and inseam two
inches below knees. Colors available. ........................................................................ $50.00
SK2 Pants. High waist, full length pants. Give full inseam length for proper fit. $58.95

“First you forget names, then you forget faces, then you forget to
pull your zipper up, then you forget to pull your zipper down.”
--Leo Rosenburg

Hood

Fighting Hoods
H1 ZWA’s competition Hoods are made of 100% cotton denim, and feature a velcro
closure and 550 newtons of puncture resistance. Call for colors ............................... $24.50

PS01 Shirt
Sk1 Knickers

H2 Competition Hood of a single layer of spectra for the lighest, coolest hood possible.
800+ Newtons ........................................................................................................... $100.00

Shirts
PS01 tunic style peasant shirt - fine garb for the discriminating peasant. Equally comfortable
for lounging about the country hovel or for trapping rats in the city sewer ditch. One size fits
most from emaciated famine victim to bloated plague carcass, call for colors. ......... $24.00

PS02 Shirt

PS02 Lace up peasant shirt-just the thing for that special night dining on raw potatoes in an
alleyway with that certain someone. Sure to impress. One size fits most,call for colors$50.00
(Legal for SCA fighting when combined with ZWA undergarment)
PSO3 Round neck peasant shirt, same as the PSO2, but without V neck and lace up string.
Ideal for light fighting ................................................................................................. $50.00
(Legal for SCA fighting when combined with ZWA undergarment)

Pants
SP1 Pants. Our cotton/poly pants have elastic cuffs and a drawstring waist for adjustability. A
tough yet comfy pair of pants that match well with our peasant shirts. SCA Legal Leg Covering for fighting .. ......................................................................................................... $25.00

PSO3

Let’s Talk It
Over.
We Know How It Is.
336-835-1205
Cape 1

Cape

SP1 Pants

Cape 1 - Hooded Dress or Fight Cape - A single
layer 13.5 oz. cotton cape that not only looks good,
but has the toughness to be used as a parry device.
It is hooded for practicality and has a frog closure
for historic accuracy. Call for colors.
$50.00

CAUTION: each TCA helmet contains 100% genuine matter. In the event
that it should contact antimatter in any form, a catastrophic explosion may
result.
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Armor

Helmets

“If you go long
enough without a
bath, even the fleas
will let you alone.”
-Ernie Pyle

Spun Top Helmets - 12 gauge, 400 series stainless, fixed gril. ......... $ 138.00
Bassinet - with fixed grill, 12 gauge, 400 series stainless ..............$215.00
Bassinet - with hinged grill, 12 gauge, 400 series stainless ............$325.00
Barbute (German Salet) - 12 gauge, 300 series stainless steel ............ $500

(who should know)

Barbute

Spun Top Helmet

Bassinet - Hinged Grill

Chest Protectors
Fixed Plate - Leather and stainless steel. We use big rivets and washers for
durability. Buckle adjustment. ...................................................... $220.00
Bassinet-Fixed Grill

Leather Torso Armor - Lightweight, mobile protection with double layer shoulder armor. The war belt is a big ten inch model. ........................... $230.00

Chain Mail

Fixed Plate Chest

Aventail -Stainless, butted. For attachment
to helmet. .................................. $120.00
Bishop’s Collar - Stainless, butted
for protection of shoulders and collar
bones .......................................... $120.00

Leather Torso Armor

Arm Armor
Shield Blank

Stainless steel protection for the upper arm to the wrist. Three piece elbow joint
for excellent range of motion................................................... $168/pair
Bishop’s Collar

Shield Blanks
We offer two shield blanks, rectangular and heater. Measurements are 24 inches by
36 inches. Both shields are made of T6aluminum in .090 thickness. Add $5 for a 2
inch dish.
Rectangular Shield ......................................................................... $55.00
Heater Shield ................................................................................. $70.00

Call
336-835-1205
to Order!

Arm and Elbow
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Thigh and Knee Armor

Armor

ZWA’s stainless steel leg armor gives excellent mobility in the knee joint,
allowing a full range of motion kneeling, standing, or running. Steel and leather
thigh cover. ............................................................................ $224.00/pair
Stainless thigh protector has the right cut for comfort, and a bright polished
finish which not only looks cool, but also tends to make spear thrusts slide off.
$70.00/pair
Stainless five piece knee gives excellent range of motion. .. $159.00/pair

Gauntlets
ZWA’s stainless steel articulated guantlets are a
fixed thumb style. Bright polished stainless with 5
articulated joints ......................... $140.00/pair

Thigh and Knee

Pauldrons
(Shoulder Armor)
Stainless three plate shoulders will connect to either of our steel chest plates
$96.00/pair

Gorget
Our stainless steel and leather gorget covers the neck and 4 inches of
the thoracic region of the spine. It is excellent for light or heavy
fighters. .................................................................................. $50.00

A man traveling from New York came to visit a very famous rabbi living in Europe. The
man
Gauntlets
Gorget, Rear
Gorget
came to the rabbi’s house, a large house on a city street, and was led to the rabbi’s room, which
was in the attic. He discovered the master living in a simple room with a bed, and a few books,
nothing more. Disappointed, the man said as soon as he finished formal greetings, “Rabbi,
where are your things?” The rabbi quickly asked back: “Where are your things?” “But, Rabbi,
I’m only passing through,” the visitor said. “So am I, So am I” the rabbi replied.

Guards

Pauldrons

Please be aware that all our guards have mass, and will consequently slightly warp space and time in their vicinity.
Thag-1-an extra strong
cup guard of 12 guage
stainless steel and steel
rivets. Weight 1.46 lbs.
..................... $45.00

Thag -2
Thag-2 - a large basket
guard for men with big
hands. Excellent war
guard, as one can see
through it on a shield wall
and protect the face from
spears. 2.5 lbs. of stainless
steel. .................. $35.00

Thag-3 - a tournament
basket guard of welded
stainless steel. Allows
excellent freedom of
motion.
Weight 1.52 lbs.
....................... $75.00

Thag -5
Thag 5 - Smaller, version
of the Thag 2, a basket
guard with screw
attachement at the bottom, and single post at the
top. Stainless steel, 1.54
lbs. ................... $40.00

Thag-4 Shield basket of 400
series stainless.
.......... $50.00

SB1- Stainless
shield boss with
welded grip.
Highly polished,
21 inch
circumfrence
dome for light
weapon bucklers
or heavy weapon
shields. 2 lbs.
............... $65.00

Starter Sets
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SCA Light Weapons Starter Set

Our starter set for historic reenactment fighting gives good quality components at a discounted price. It
is possible to upgrade any component in the kit. Just add the price difference between the listed product
and the product you want to substitute. Please check with your local authorities to determine if the piece
conforms to the requirements of your sanctioning body.
Very large sizes might increase the price.
The kit consists of:
1) R3 rapier (or trade it for any weapon)
1) 1999 mask ( or trade it for any mask)
1) T253 tunic OR 1)S393 undergarment (or trade it for spectra)
1) pair of 2384 gloves (black or grey) (or trade them for any gloves)
The discounted price depends on your choice of blade:
T10X ................................................................................................. $198
T90X ................................................................................................. $210
T02 .................................................................................................... $235
T01 .................................................................................................... $240
T03 ..................................................................................................... $240

SCA Heavy Weapons Starter Set
Our heavy starter set contains high quality stainless armor that performs well at any level of competition. One may upgrade any component of the kit by paying the price difference of the items. Please
check your local authorities to resolve questions of legality of these components.
The kit consists of:
1) spun top helmet (or trade for any helmet) .................................. $138
1) pair of 5 pc. knees .................................................................... $159
1) pair of steel arms ....................................................................... $168
TOTAL $465
YOUR DISCOUNT PRICE $400.00

Barbara Walters: You’ve been married 42 years, what
makes your marriage work?
Robert Mitchum: Lack of imagination, I suppose.

How To Order

Fun Facts To Know and Tell

We take telephone orders from 9:30 am until 8:30 pm eastern time Monday thru Friday, sometimes 10:00 am to 5:00 pm Saturday if we have not gone fighting, and sometimes
Sunday nights from 6:00 to 9:00 pm. Payment is by Mastercard or Visa. You may also mail in your order with a bank check or postal money order. Personal checks will delay your
order three weeks while your check clears. No checks acccepted from Congressmen or Televangelists!
Gift certificates are available; just let us know the person’s name and address, and the amount you wish to give. We’ll send them a current catalog with their certificate.
All shipments are by US Postal Service unless otherwise requested. We charge for the UPS or Post Office delivery, plus a handling and box fee of $4.50. Please note minimum
freight charge is $8.00. North Carolina orders, please add 7% sales tax. We ship most orders within one day of receiving them.
Due to fluctuation in foreign exchange rates, prices may change without notice. All items (except special orders) are returnable if in new condition. Call us if you have any
problems or if you wish to arrange a return.
A hand tracing or a foot tracing will help us send you the right size glove or shoe. Help prevent delays in receiving your equipment by giving us the necessary information.
Please inventory your shipment immediately upon receipt and check all your packing material carefully before you throw it out; many times there will be small parts loose in
the packing.
Should you have a problem, all efforts will be made to generate satisfaction. If you need to return any item for any reason, please call or write for authorization first.
Equipment should be returned unused, freight prepaid, with complete details such as your name and address, method of payment and action you wish us to take.
All refundable items must be clean, new, unused, and ready for resale if full refund is desired.
Equipment leaves here in perfect condition. Check the condition of your merchandise and shipping container in the presence of the delivery agent. If your goods arrive
damaged, please take it up with the shipper (usually USPS). We are not responsible for damage in shipping. USPS usually requires that you save the box for their inspection.
Thank you for your cooperation. We hope you enjoy your equipment.

Order Desk 336-835-1205
Note from the Department of Redundancy Department: Did we forget to mention that any items returned to us must arrive in new condition, ready for resale, in
order for you to receive full credit?
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
In considering a change of address, the traditional dictum of “no more than a quarter of one’s available income toward lodging” may still be said to hold true, though this should not be taken
as a hard and fast rule for the modern young couple.
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Dennis Graves Designs

Those knowledgeable in the custom weapons world recognize Dennis Graves as one of the finest and most respected builders in the world. For years the only problem
with Graves weapons has been getting them, as his work is so sought after by connoisseurs that his waiting list can be rather extensive. In order to resolve that problem
you can now buy two of Dennis’ most popular designs from Zen Warrior Armory. These are precise copies of Dennis’ designs, produced by ZWA to his high standards
of quality.

DG1
DG2
DG 1 Graves Court Sword - An elegant and accurate court sword showing the skill
and artistry that make Dennis Graves’ work sought after around the world. It
should be no surprise that outside the USA the highest demand for these weapons
is from France. Stainless steel and wood materials throughout.
Equiped with
T02 Musketeer Blade, 30, 32, 35 inches ........ $162.00
(Add $20 for 40 inch blade)
T03 Rapier Blade, 30, 32, 35 inches................ $167.00
(Add $10 for 37 inch, $20 for 40 inch)

DG 2 Graves Spainish Rapier - This the most popular weapon in the world
of classical rapier fighting. The guard and quillion are stainless steel.
Equiped with
T02 Musketeer Blade, 30, 32, 35 inches ........ $187.00
(Add $20 for 40 inch blade)
T03 Rapier Blade, 30, 32, 35 inches................ $192.00
(Add $10 for 37 inch, $20 for 40 inch)

ARMOR, THEATRICAL, AND S.C.A. FIGHTING CATALOG
Zen Warrior Armory
Zen
Warrior
Armory

331 Standard Street
Elkin, NC 28621
The Paris of the Piedmont
Ph (336) 835-1205 Fax (336) 835-4099
www.zenwarriorarmory.com
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